
REWARD POINTS
The Academy uses a reward point system 
to recognise student’s hard work and efforts 
throughout lessons and involvement in 
enrichment programmes. 
Reward points are captured in ClassCharts and students are able to redeem rewards 
with their points via the ClassCharts reward store. All students are provided with 
logins and this is the same account t where their homework is set.

The Lincoln Values cards are personalised 
postcards recognising when students have gone 
above and beyond one of the Lincoln Values. 
There are three types of Values cards each 
recognised at different levels in the students 
contribution to the Academy:

VALUES CARDS

• Lincoln Values: 
 Courage, Curiosity, Passion, Wisdom, Generosity

• Lincoln Attitudes: 
 Keep Going, Dream Big, Be Proud, 
 Work Hard, Be Kind

• Lincoln Tag Words: 
 Grit, Graft, Grow, Glory, Grace
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The Lincoln Subject Champion is a reward system which recognises 
student’s efforts and commitment to curriculum areas. 

This will involve extra-curricular sessions and additional Academy events. The subject 
champions will reflect the Academy values and promote the thriving academic 
environment. Subject Champions will be presented with a colours tie to reward them 
for their commitment, services and passion for a curriculum area.

REWARD & ENRICHMENT TRIPS

The Academy regularly organises trips in which embed  
and enrich the lives of the students at the Academy. 

Reward trips are organised to celebrate and reward student’s effort in lessons. 
This is to celebrate and to reward student’s effort in lessons throughout the term. 
Enrichment trips are fully inclusive and open to all students. However if a student’s 
behaviour and conduct does not uphold the Academy’s Values, the student’s place 
maybe withdrawn.

The Lincoln Baccalaureate is the overarching reward 
programme in which students at the Academy work 
towards in an academic year. 

This a yearly document which identifies different challenges and 
milestones. Throughout the Baccalaureate when a student is 
successful they will be presented with a bronze/silver/gold star. 
The highest accolade will be a House star which will require 
students to engage with all opportunities in the Academy.

SUBJECT CHAMPIONS

LINCOLN BACCALAUREATE (STARS)
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